
Recruiting the 
right users
Recruitment lets you find users who experienced what you need to 
learn. Recruiting users is risky since the effort hinges on meeting the 
right people. There are a number of factors at play, and various 
methods a team can use to recruit participants. But before scheduling 
participants, you first must determine whom you want to recruit.

Deliverable:

1 - Define the target audience

2 - Build a recruitment screener

Activities:

Pick your target(s)

Define it's criteria

Screen propects

Complete recruitment



Recruiting the right users
Define the user profiles you need to meet using relevant criteria

1 - Define the target audience 

Step 1: identify the targets
Define the target users who have an impact 
on the chosen product outcome. (ie: Admin 
profile, end- user, buyer...).

2 - Build a recruitment screener to meet your audience

Now that you have outlined your criteria, it is time to move on to the screening.

For each criterion, you will need to create one (or more) question(s) to assess 
whether a participant matches it.

Tips:  

some of the criteria types you can use to define your audience
Stage in the journey 

Users of competitor solutions, prospects, current users, past users.
Behavioral

Frequency of use, type of task, level of expertise
Emotional 

how they feel about certain situations, how they perceive 
themselves, their level of satisfaction with a product/brand

Demographic
gender, age, socio demographic

B2B specific
Buyer, decision maker, end user
Job tittle, seniority level, company type, industry

Tips:

To build your recruitment screener:
go from the more general to the more specific
go from the more essential to the less important
go from the easier to the more difficult to answer, so as not to 
discourage people from registering.

A good screener
is neutral – it limits bias and does not influence participants’ 
responses
unambiguously qualifies a participant – by reading through a set of 
responses, you know immediately whether a respondent is relevant 
to your study or not
easy to complete – it does not require too much time or effort from 
respondents

Step 2: prioritize the targets
Prioritze your target audience: hot vs cold 
target.
To define the hot target audience: reflect on 
who you want to learn from in priority, hence 
who would have the more impact on the 
chosen product outcome.

Step 3: define target criteria
Use 3 to 5 relevant criteria to define the hot 
target audience.



Recruiting the right users
Define the user profiles you need to meet using relevant criteria

2 - Build the screening questions1 - Define the target audience
Build the main screening questions to help you filter the users you'll need to talk to.Who will have the most impact on our product outcome?
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Recruiting the right users
Identify target user profiles following what we need to learn in discovery and recruit them using relevant criteria

2 - Build the screening questions1 - Define the target audience
Build the main screening questions to help you filter the users you'll need to talk to.
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